
Report from Cllr Grant on Tree course: 

14 Parish Councils represented on 13 August and HDC, SCDC and CCC, and tree officer and assistant. 

Outline; 

 Morning was information session 

 Afternoon had discussion on trees in Market Street area 

 Followed by discussion on risk 

 Then attendees given 2 trees to do visual assessments and these will be part of certification. 

In general for a VTA (visual tree assessment) 

 Identify defects 

 Record defects 

 Determine required action 

Introduction to legal issues 

Tree owner has duty of care to everyone, ref Occupier’s liability law 1957, extended in 1984 

Occupier owes a duty if: 

 Aware of danger, or has reasonable grounds to believe it exists 

 Reasonable grounds to believe visitor (or non-visitor in vicinity) may come into danger 

 Must assess risk against which may reasonably be expected to offer visitor some protection 

Tree owner must show dispensed duty with reasonable care and took reasonable steps to protect 

those reasonably likely to be adversely affected by a reasonably foreseeable problem. 

 Must record and report issues and to comply with duty need responsible proactive 

management where scope of inspection is clearly defined, the whole programme is 

systematic and recommended actions are acted upon. 

 Such documentation must be compiled. (There are different expectations on householders 

and councils where there may be budget issues) 

 Recommended to consider Cavanagh v Witley court case (case discussing a landowner’s 

liability for injuries caused by a falling tree which was alleged not to have been inspected 

properly). Judge considered 3 year inspection programme not adequate for that tree, and 

the council did not have a proper management system and record book. 

 Inspector of tree might face claim of negligence if fail to act in a professional manner or in 

accordance with accepted professional standards. 

VTA: 

 Guided by principle of biomechanics and axiom of uniform stress (tree is self-optimising 

mechanical structure; makes economic use of material so can see uneven stress if addition 

of wood to more heavily loaded areas, lignin provides compressive strength and cellulose 

tensile strength)) 

 Visual inspection for symptoms/defects 

 Examination of defects (inc measurement and analysis, .forming part of ongoing record) 

 Decide when need to action, whether another inspection or refer to expert 

 Note where trees are covered in ivy cannot do adequate VTA 

 Typical issues:  

o fungal fruiting body (on ground, on tree) 

o ivy cover 



o bacterial disease indicated by flux and exudate marks 

o dead wood, some trees drop this rapidly eg willow 

o die back in crown maybe indication of water stress, but dead wood in inner crown 

may just be lack of light to branches so no longer needed. 

o Cavities, need to measure how deep and record size and position 

o Die back and wilting 

o Cracks and splits in bark 

Conclude:  PCs MUST have tree management policy 

 Regular tree audit and inspection 

 Must be able to identify each tree (ie need each tree numbered and location mapped) 

 May need some trees inspected more frequently than the norm;  

 18 months is good interval for VTA because at different season (may see fungal fruiting 

bodies in autumn not spring) 

Inspection of trees 

 Should have enough detail of what needs to be done and very detailed recommendations 

which should be result of assessment of each tree. 

 Need to know if just ground level visual inspection or if additional work done 

 Need audit trail of paperwork 

Ideally VTA/inspection of tree should provide 

 Surveyor’s name 

 Date  

 Location and plan reference 

 Tree species and ID 

 Age Class 

 Issues relating to situation eg in public place, overhanging footpath etc 

 Notes relating to external evidence of rot/cavities; amount of deadwood and if still attached 

or detached 

 Physical and structural state could be good/fair poor 

 Photo of tree 

 Future management ie reinspect in  x years, refer to expert, urgent action needed 

Risk assessment  

 Probability and severity of risk 

 Identify target eg people, property, and frequency. 

 Action level: Urgent/high; Moderate (not immediate), Low (in future); this will give work 

priority and how rapidly need referral/action 

Note:  PCs do not get advised of applications to forestry commission for felling licence; (this may be 

relevant with U ad C development) 

Information sources: 

National Tree Safety Group 

Forestry Commission 

Other PCs have had good results from their tree surveyors, we should consider contacting these. 



 

 


